We propose a generalisation of concurrent Kleene algebra [5] that can take account of probabilistic effects in the presence of concurrency. The algebra is proved sound with respect to a model of automata modulo a variant of rooted η-simulation equivalence. Applicability is demonstrated by algebraic treatments of two examples: algebraic may testing and Rabin's solution to the choice coordination problem.
Introduction
Kleene algebra generalises the language of regular expressions and, as a basis for reasoning about programs and computing systems, it has been used in applications ranging from compiler optimisation, program refinement, combinatorial optimisation and algorithm design [2, 6, 7, 8, 10] . A number of variants of the original axiom system and language of Kleene algebra have extended its range of applicability to include probability [12] with the most recent being the introduction of a concurrency operator [5] . Main benefits of the algebraic approach are that it captures some essential aspects of computing systems in a simple and concise way and that the calculational style of reasoning it supports is very suitable for automated theorem proving.
In this paper we continue this line of work and propose weak concurrent Kleene algebra, which extends the abstract probabilistic Kleene algebra [12] with the concurrency operator of concurrent Kleene algebra [5] and thus supports reasoning about concurrency in a context of probabilistic effects. This extension calls for a careful evaluation of the axiom system so that it accurately accounts for the interactions of probabilistic choice, nondeterministic choice and the treatment of concurrency. For example probabilistic Kleene algebra accounts for the presence of probability in the failure of the original distributive law x(y + z) = xy + xz which is also absent in most process algebras. That is because when the terms x, y, z are interpreted as probabilistic programs, with xy meaning "first execute x and then y" and + interpreted as a nondeterministic choice, the expression on This work has been supported by the iMQRES grant from Macquarie University.
the left hand side exhibits a greater range of nondeterminism than the right in the case that x includes probabilistic behaviours. For example if x is interpreted as a program which flips a bit with probability 1/2 then the following nondeterministic choice in y + z can always be resolved so that y is executed if and only if the bit was indeed flipped. This is not a behaviour amongst those described by xy + xz, where the nondeterminism is resolved before the bit is flipped and therefore its resolution is unavoidably independent of the flipping. Instead, in contexts such as these, distributivity be replaced by a weaker law:
Sub-distributivity:
xy + xz ≤ x(y + z) .
Elsewhere [9] we show that this weakening of the original axioms of Kleene algebra results in a complete system relative to a model of nondeterministic automata modulo simulation equivalence. The behaviour of the concurrency operator of concurrent Kleene algebra [5] is captured in particular by the Interchange law : (x y)(u v) ≤ (xu) (yv) which expresses that there is a lesser range of nondeterministic executions on the left where, for example, the execution of u is constrained to follow a complete execution of x run concurrently with y but on the right it is not.
Our first contribution is the construction of a concrete model of abstract probabilistic automata (where the probability is at the action level) over which to interpret terms composed of traditional Kleene algebra together with concurrent composition. In this interpretation, each term represents an automaton. For example in Equation (1), x, y and z are automata and so is xy + xz. We show that the axiom system of concurrent Kleene algebra weakened to allow for the presence of probability is sound with respect to those probabilistic automata. Our use of probabilistic automata is similar to models where the resolution of probability and nondeterminism can be interleaved; concurrent composition of automata models CSP synchronisation [4] in that context. Finally we use a notion of rooted η-simulation to interpret the inequality ≤ used in algebraic inequations.
Our second contribution is to explore some applications of our axiomatisation of weak concurrent Kleene algebra, to explain our definition of rooted η-simulation in terms of may testing [14] , and to demonstrate the proof system on Rabin's distributed consensus protocol [15] .
One of the outcomes of this study is to expose the tensions between the various aspects of system execution. Some of the original concurrent Kleene algebra axioms [5] required for the concurrency operator now fail to be satisfiable in the presence of probabilistic effects and synchronisation supported by the interchange law. For example, the term 1 from Kleene algebra (interpreted as "do nothing") can no longer be a neutral element for the concurrency operator -we only have the specific equality 1 1 = 1 and not the more general 1 x = x. In fact we chose to preserve the full interchange law in our choice of axioms because it captures so many notions of concurrency already including exact parallel and synchronisation, suggesting that it is a property about general concurrent interactions.
A feature of our approach is to concentrate on broad algebraic structures in order to understand how various behaviours interact rather than to study precise quantitative behaviours. Thus we do not include an explicit probabilistic choice operator in the signature of the algebra -probability occurs explicitly only in the concrete model as a special kind of asynchronous probabilistic action combined with internal events (events that the environment cannot access). This allows the specification of complex concurrent behaviour to be simplified using applications of weak distributivity embodied by Equation (1) and/or the interchange law as illustrated by our case study. Finally we note that the axiomatisation we give is entirely in terms of first-order expressions and therefore is supported by first-order reasoning. Thus all of our algebraic proofs has been implemented within the Isabelle/HOL theorem proving environment. These proof can be found in a repository of formalised algebraic theorems.
1
In Section 2 we explore the axiomatisation of the new algebra. It is essentially a mixture of probabilistic and concurrent Kleene algebras. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to showing the consistency of our approach. A concrete model based on automata and η-simulation is constructed. In section 5, we compare our approach with probabilistic automata (automata that exhibit explicit probability) and probabilistic simulation. We conclude that, up to some constraint, the concrete model is a very special case of that more general model. In sections 6 and 7, we present some applications, in particular an algebraic version of may testing is studied and variations of the specification of Rabin's protocol are explored.
In this paper x, y, etc represent algebraic expressions or variables. Terms are denoted s, t, etc. Letters a, b, etc stand for actions and τ represents an internal action. An automaton associated with a term or an expression is usually denoted by the same letter. Other notation is introduced as we need it.
In this extended abstract we can only explain the main properties of weak concurrent Kleene algebra and sketch the construction of the automaton model. Detailed constructions and proofs of all statements in this paper can be found in an appendix.
Axiomatisation
A Kleene algebra is a structure that encodes algebraically the sequential behaviour of a system. It is generally presented in the form of an idempotent element of + and 1 is the neutral element of ·. The semiring is then endowed with a unary Kleene star * representing finite iteration to form a Kleene algebra. This operator is restricted by the following axioms:
where x ≤ y if and only if x+ y = y. In the sequel our interpretations will be over a version of probabilistic automata. In particular we will interpret ≤ and = as η-simulations. Often, the dual of (2-3) i.e. 1 + x * x = x * and yx ≤ y ⇒ yx * ≤ y are also required. However, (2) and (3) are sufficient here and the dual laws follow from continuity of sequential composition for finite automata.
In a Kleene algebra, the semiring structure supports two distributivity laws:
Left distributivity:
Equation (4) the choice between a and b can be based on the outcome of the coin flip but such resolution is not possible in the left-hand diagram. We express the greater range of possible outcomes by the general inequation (1), specifically here it becomes
As mentioned above, the zero of a Kleene algebra satisfies:
Left annihilation: 0x = 0, (7) Right annihilation:
In our interpretation that includes concurrency, we assume that 0 captures deadlock. However, axiom (8) is no longer appropriate because we should be able to differentiate between the process doing an action and deadlocking from a process that is just deadlocked. Definition 1. A weak probabilistic Kleene algebra is a structure (K, +, ·, * , 0, 1) that satisfies the axioms of Kleene algebra except there is no left distributivity (it is replaced by (1)) and Equation (8) does not hold generally.
A concurrency operator was added to Kleene algebra by Hoare et al [5] . Our concurrency operator satisfies the following standard axioms:
Associativity:
x (y z) = (x y) z, (9) Commutativity:
x y = y x, (10) One-idempotence:
In [5] , satisfies the identity 1 x = x which we do not have here because in the concrete model, we will interpret as the synchronisation operator found in CSP [4] . However, we still maintain the instance of that law in the special case x = 1 (see axiom (11) ) where 1 is interpreted as "do nothing".
Next we have the axioms dealing the interaction of , + and ·.
Monotonicity :
x y + x z ≤ x (y + z)(12) Interchange-law: (x y)(u v) ≤ (xu) (yv) (13) The interchange law is the most interesting axiom of concurrent Kleene algebra. In fact it allows the derivation of many properties involving . To illustrate this in the probabilistic context, consider a probabilistic vending machine VM which we describe as the expression
where coin, tea, coffee, τ h , τ t and flip p are all represented by automata. That is the vending machine accepts a coin and then decides internally whether it will enable the button coffee or tea. The decision is determined by the action flip p 4 which (as explained later) enables either τ h or τ t . The actions τ t and τ h are internal and the user cannot access them. Now, a user who wants to drink tea is specified as
The system becomes U VM where the concurrent operation is CSP like and synchronises on coin, tea and coffee. The interchange law together with the other axioms and some system assumptions imply the following inequation: (14) which is proved automatically in our repository. In other words, the user will only be satisfied with probability at least p since the right-hand side equation says that the tea action can only be enabled provided that τ h is enabled, and in turn that is determined by the result of the flip p action. Now we are ready to define our algebra.
Definition 2.
A weak concurrent Kleene algebra is a weak probabilistic Kleene algebra (K, +, ·, * , 0, 1) with a concurrency operator satisfying (9-13)
We assume the operators precedence * < · < < +.
Proposition 3. Let s, t be terms, the following equations holds in weak concurrent Kleene algebra.
1. All the operators are monotonic.
(s
4 i.e. the automaton that performs a flip p action.
3 Concrete Model
Semantic Space
We use nondeterministic automata to construct a concrete model. An automaton is denoted by a tuple
where P is a set of states. The set −→⊆ P × Σ × P is a transition relation and we write x a −→ y when there is a transition, labelled by a, from state x to state y. The alphabet Σ is left implicit and considered to be fixed for every automaton. The state i ∈ P is the initial state and F ⊆ P is the set of final states of the automaton. In the sequel, we will denote an automaton (P, −→, i, F ) by its set of states P when no confusion is possible.
The actions in the alphabet Σ are categorised into three kinds:
• internal : actions that will be "ignored" by the simulation relation (as in τ h and τ t ). Internal actions are never synchronised by .
• external : actions that can be synchronised. Probabilistic actions are external (as in flip p ) but they are never synchronised.
• synchronised : external actions that will be synchronised when applying (as in coin, tea and coffee). These actions are determined by a set of external actions A. More specifically, refers to A which we assume is fixed and given beforehand.
The special case of probabilistic choice is modelled by combining probabilistic and internal actions. That is a process that does a with probability p and does b with probability 1 − p is interpreted as the following automaton where flip p ∈ Σ represents the action of flipping a p-biased coin which produces head with probability p and tail with probability 1 − p. The internal actions τ t and τ h are enabled according to the result of flip p . Hence only one of τ h and τ t will be enabled just after the coin flip. Since τ t and τ h are internal actions, the choice is internal and based upon the outcome of flip p . The important facts here are that the choice after flip p is internal so could be based on the probabilistic outcome of flip p and that the environment cannot interfere with that choice. These two behavioural characteristics are what we consider to be the most general features of probability in a concurrent setting and they are those which we axiomatise and record in our concrete model. Next, we impose some conditions on the automata to ensure soundness.
-reachability: every state of the automaton is reachable by following a finite path from the initial state.
-initiality: there is no transition that leads to the initial state. This means that a * corresponds to the automata associated to 1 + aa * rather than a self loop labeled by a ∈ Σ.
We denote by Aut the set of automata satisfying these two conditions. The next step is to define the operators that act on Aut. We use the standard inductive construction found in [1, 17, 9] and the diagrams illustrating the constructions are given in the appendix.
Deadlock: 0 This is the automaton that has only one state, namely the initial state, and no transition at all. It is the tuple ({i}, ∅, i, ∅).
Skip: 1 This is the automaton that has only one state i which is both initial and final. This automaton has no transition i.e. is denoted by ({i}, ∅, i, {i}).
Single action:
The automata associated with a is i Addition: P + Q This automaton is obtained using the standard construction of identifying the initial states of P and Q. (This is possible due to the initiality property.)
This automaton is constructed in the standard way of identifying copies of the initial state of Q with final states of P .
Concurrency: P A Q
This automaton is constructed as in CSP [4] . It is a sub-automaton of the Cartesian product of P and Q. The initial state is (i P , i Q ) and final states are reachable elements of F P × F Q . Notice that the set A never contains probabilistic actions. Further explanation about A is given below.
Kleene star: P * This automaton is the result of repeating P allowing a successful termination after each (possibly empty) full execution of P . The initial state of P * is final and copies of the initial state of P are identified with the final states of P .
All automata begin with an initial state and end in some final or deadlock state. Our main use of final states is in the construction of sequential composition and Kleene star.
The concurrency operator A synchronises transitions labeled by an action in A and interleaves the others (including internal transitions). As in CSP, a synchronised transition waits for a corresponding synchronisation action from the other argument of A . This is another reason we do not have 1 {a} P = P because if P = i P a −→ • and i P is not a final state, then
Proposition 4. These operations of weak concurrent Kleene algebra are well defined on Aut that is if P, Q ∈ Aut then P + Q, P Q, P A Q and P * are elements of Aut.
The proof consists of checking that P + Q, P Q, P Q and P * satisfy the reachability and initiality conditions whenever P and Q satisfy the same conditions. (See Proposition 20 in the appendix).
In the sequel, whenever we use an unframed concurrency operator , we mean that the frame A has been given and remains fixed.
Equivalence
The previous subsection has given us the objects and operators needed to construct our concrete model. Next we turn to the interpretation of equality for our concrete interpretation.
Following the works found in [1, 9, 13] , we again use a simulation-like relation to define valid equations in the concrete model. More precisely, due to the presence of internal actions, we will use an η-simulation as the basis for our equivalence.
Before we give the definition of simulation, we need the following notation. Given the state x and y, we write x ⇒ y if there exists a path, possibly empty, from x to y such that it is labelled by internal actions only. This notation is also used in [17] with the same meaning.
-if (x, y) ∈ S and x ∈ F P then y ∈ F Q .
A simulation S is rooted if (i P , y) ∈ S implies y = i Q . If there is a rooted simulation from P to Q then we say that P is simulated by Q and we write P ≤ Q. Two processes P and Q are simulation equivalent if P ≤ Q and Q ≤ P , and we write P ≡ Q. In the sequel, rooted any η-simulation will be referred simply as a simulation.
Relations satisfying Definition 5 are also η-simulation in the sense of [17] where property (a) is replaced by:
The identity relation (drawn as dotted arrow) in the following diagram is a simulation relation satisfying Definition 5, but it is not a simulation in the sense of [17] . We need the identity relation to be a simu-
lation here because in our proof of soundness, more complex simulations are constructed from identity relations.
1. The relational composition of two rooted η-simulations is again a rooted η-simulation. That is, if S, T are rooted η-simulations then S • T is also a rooted η-simulation, where • denotes relational composition.
2. The simulation relation ≤ is a preorder on Aut.
Proposition 6 is proven in Proposition 21 of the appendix.
Therefore, ≡ as determined by Definition 5 is an equivalence. In fact, we prove in the following proposition that it is a congruence with respect to +.
Proposition 7.
The equivalence relation ≡ is a congruence with respect to + and P ≤ Q iff P + Q ≡ Q.
The proof adapts and extends the one found in [17] and the specialised version for our case is Proposition 22 in the appendix.
It is well documented that η-simulation is not a congruence without the rootedness condition [17] . A typical example is given by the expressions τ a+τ b and τ (a + b). The automata associated to these expressions are equivalent under non-rooted η-simulation.
The manipulation of probabilistic actions is also an important facet of our model. We assume that probabilistic actions are not synchronised and in that respect they are similar to internal actions. However probabilistic actions cannot be treated as internal as the following examples illustrates. Consider the action flip 1/2 which flips a fair coin. If flip is an internal action then the inequality
would be valid when interpreted in the concrete model. In other words, we would have the following simulation: : :
But this relationship (which implies distributivity of flip p through +) does not respect the desired behaviour of probability which, as we explained earlier, satisfies only a weaker form of distributivity. Whence, we assume that probabilistic actions such as flip 1/2 are among the external actions which will never be synchronised.
Soundness
In this section, we prove that the set Aut endowed with the operators defined in Subsection 3.1 modulo rooted η-simulation equivalence (Subsection 3.2) forms a weak concurrent Kleene algebra.
The first part is to prove that Aut is a weak probabilistic Kleene algebra. The proof consists of detailed verifications of the axioms for weak probabilistic Kleene algebra (see Proposition 23 in the appendix).
The second part consists of proving that satisfies the equations (9-13). Associativity depends heavily on the fact that both concurrent compositions involved in x y z have the same frame set. For instance, let Σ = {a, b, c}. The identities (a {a} b) {c} a = ab0 + ba0 and a {a} (b {c} a) = ab + ba are valid in the concrete model. Hence, the first process will always go into a deadlock state though the second one will always terminate successfully. Therefore, to have associativity, the concurrency operator must have a fixed frame.
Proposition 9. (Aut, +, ·, A , 1) satisfies equations (9-13) modulo rooted η-simulation equivalence for any set of synchronisable actions A ⊆ Σ (i.e. no probabilistic actions).
Associativity is mainly a consequence of the fact that there is only one frame for . The other axioms need to be checked thoroughly (see Proposition 24).
Our soundness result directly follows from these two propositions.
Theorem 10. (Aut, +, ·, A , * , 0, 1) is a weak concurrent Kleene algebra for any set of synchronisable actions A ⊆ Σ.
In this theorem, the frame A is fixed beforehand. In other words, a model of weak concurrent Kleene algebra is constructed for each possible choice of A. In particular, if A is empty then the concurrency operator is interleaving all actions i.e. no actions are synchronised. This particular model satisfies the identity 1 ∅ x = x of the original concurrent Kleene algebra found in [5] .
The sequential and concurrent composition actually have stronger properties in the concrete model. If we consider finite automata only -automata with finitely many states and transitions-then we show that these two operators are conditionally Scott continuous in the sense of [9] (see Proposition 25 and 27 in the appendix).
Relationship to Probabilistic Processes
Firstly, it is shown in [11] that a probabilistic choice a p ⊕ b simulates the nondeterministic choice a + b. A similar result also holds in our setting. In the absence of internal transitions, simulation has been also defined elsewhere [1, 17, 9 ] which we will refer to as strong simulation. Recall that (flip p )a + (flip p )b ≤ (flip p )(a + b) is a general property of probabilistic Kleene algebra [12] so it is valid under strong simulation equivalence [1, 9] . Due to the absence of internal actions, the middle part of the diagram of Figure 1 does not exist with respect to strong simulation equivalence.
In the context of Definition 5, the right-hand simulation of Figure 1 is the refinement of probabilistic choice by nondeterminism. This example gives an explicit distinction between (flip p )(a + b) and (flip p )a + (flip p )b by considering the fact that the choice in (flip p )(a + b) can depend on the probabilistic outcome of (flip p ), but this is not the case for (flip p )a + (flip p )b. Figure 1: Refinements between probabilistic choice and nondeterminism.
Secondly, we discuss about the relationship between our concrete model and probabilisitic automata. Remind that our interpretation of probability lies in the use of actions that implicitly contain probabilistic information. In its most general form, a probabilistic choice between n possibilities can be written as
where
In this algebraic expression, we implicitly ensure that each guard τ i is enabled with a corresponding probability p i . Therefore, if these τ i 's are not found directly after the execution of the probabilistic action then matching them with the corresponding p i becomes a difficult task. We call pautomaton 5 a transition system as per the definition of Subsection 3.1 such that if a probabilistic action has associated τ transitions then all of them follow that action directly.
Another complication also arises from the use of these τ i 's. Consider the following two processes
where p 1 + p 2 = 1. We can construct a (bi)simulation relation between the corresponding automata though the probabilities of doing an a are different. Hence we need to modify the definition of η-simulation (Definition 5) to account for these particular structure.
This definition ensures that the probability of doing a certain action from y is greater than doing that action from x. With similar proofs as in the previous Sections, we can show that the set of pautomata modulo p-simulation forms again a weak concurrent Kleene algebra. We denote p-Aut the set of p-automata modulo p-simulation.
We will now show that this definition is a very special case of probabilistic simulation on probabilistic automata. To simplify the comparison, we assume that τ transitions occur only as part of these probabilistic choices in p-automata.
Definition 12.
A probabilistic automaton is defined as a tuple (P, −→, ∆, F ) where P is a set of states, −→ is a set of labelled transitions from state to distributions 6 of states i.e. −→⊆ P × Σ × DP , ∆ is the initial distribution and F ⊆ P is a set of final states.
The notion of simulation also exists for probabilistic automata [16] and, in particular, simulation and failure simulation is discussed in [3] where they are proven to be equivalent to may and must testing respectively.
To give a proper definition of probabilistic simulation, we need the following notations which are borrowed from [3] and [17] . Given a relation R ⊆ P ×DQ, the lifting of R is a relationR ⊆ DP × DQ such that φRψ iff:
Similarly, the lifting of a transition relation τ −→ is denoteτ −→ whose reflexive transitive closure is denotê τ =⇒. For each external action a, we writeâ =⇒ for the sequenceτ =⇒ a −→.
Definition 13. A probabilistic simulation S between two probabilistic automata P and Q is a relation S ⊆ R × DQ such that:
-if (x, ψ) ∈ S and x a −→ φ then there exists ψ ′ ∈ DQ such that ψâ =⇒ ψ ′ and (φ, ψ ′ ) ∈Ŝ (for every a ∈ Σ ∪ {τ }).
-if x ∈ F P and (x, ψ) ∈ S then supp(ψ) ⊆ F Q .
we denote by ProbAut the set of probabilistic automata modulo simulation equivalence.
We can now construct a mapping ǫ : p-Aut → ProbAut such that each instance of structure similar to flip p1,...,pn · (τ 1 · a 1 + . . . + τ n · a n ) is collapsed into probabilistic transitions. More precisely, let P ∈ p-Aut and −→ be its transition relation. The automaton ǫ(P ) has the same state space as P (up to accessibility with respect to the transitions of ǫ(P )). The initial distribution of ǫ(P ) is δ iP and the set of final states of ǫ(P ) is F P again 8 . 6 We assume that all distributions are finitely supported. 7 We denote by δx the point distribution concentrated on x. 8 Notice that by assuming the structure flip p 1 ,...,pn · (τ1 · a1 + . . . + τn · an, the state between the flip action the corresponding τ transitions is never a final state. Hence we are safe to use FP as the final state of ǫ(P )
a) if a is probabilistic i.e. of the form flip p1,...,pn and is followed by the τ i 's, then the transition
We now prove that ǫ is a monotonic function from p-Aut to ProbAut.
Proof. Assume that S is a p-simulation from P to Q. Consider the exact same relation but restricted to the state space of ǫ(P ) and ǫ(Q). We show that this restriction is a probabilistic simulation.
-Obviously, (δ iP , δ iQ ) ∈Ŝ.
-Let x a −→ φ and (x, ψ) ∈Ŝ. Since τ transitions only occur as part of probabilistic choices, we have two possibilities:
is a transition of ǫ(P ) and (x, ψ) ∈ S where ψ = δ y . Since (x, y) belongs to the original S. In this case, y -Conservation of final states follows easily from the fact that S is a p-simulation.
Since our Definition (13) implies the definition of probabilistic simulation in [3] , we conclude that maximal probability of doing a particular action in pautomata is increased by p-simulation. This remark provides a formal justification of our earlier example. That is, Equation (14) ensures that the maximal probability that a buyer will be satisfied when using the probabilistic vending machine is at least 1/2 because the maximal probability of a trace containing tea in the automata described by
In the proof of proposition 14, the simulation constructed is a very particular case of probabilistic simulation so it is too weak to establish certain relationships between p-automata. For instance, the automaton represented by a p ⊕ (a q ⊕ b) should be equivalent to a p+q−pq ⊕ b but Definition 11 will not provide such equality. This line of research is part of our future work where we will study proper probabilistic automata and simulations against weak concurrent Kleene algebra.
Algebraic Testing
In this section, we describe an algebraic treatment of testing. Testing is a natural ordering for processes that was studied first in [14] . The idea is to "measure" the behaviour of the process with respect to the environment. In other words, given two processes x and y and a set of test processes T , the goal is to compare the processes x t and y t for every t ∈ T . In our case, the set T will contain all processes.
We consider a function o from the set of terms to the set of internal expressions I = {x | x ≤ 1}. The function o : T Σ → I is defined by
In the model, the function o is interpreted by substituting each external action with the internal action τ (o(a) = τ for any a ∈ Σ − I). Then any final state is labelled by 1 and deadlock states are labelled by 0. Inductively, we label a state that leads to some final state by 1, else it is labelled by 0. This is motivated by the fact that x0 = 0 for any x ∈ I so each transition leading to deadlock states only will be removed. Therefore, only states labelled by 1 will remain and the transitions between them. Hence, o(s) = 0 iff the resulting automaton contains at least one state labelled by 1. In other words, o(s) = 0 iff x must not terminate successfully.
Without loss of generality (by considering automata modulo simulation), we assume that τ is the only internal action in Σ and it satisfies τ τ = τ . This equation is valid in the concrete model.
The existence of a well-defined function o satisfying these conditions depends on our definition of simulation. That is, we can show that if P ≤ Q then o(P ) ≤ o(Q) where we have abused notation by writing o(P ) as the application of o on the term associated to P . A detailed discussion about this can be found in the appendix under Remark 28. We now provide some results about algebraic may testing. It follows from monotonicity of with respect to ≤ (Proposition 3) that may ordering ⊑ may is weaker than the rooted η-simulation order. In fact, ⊑ may is too weak compared to ≤: may testing is equivalent to language equivalence. Given a term s, the language T r(s) of s is the set of finite words formed by external actions and are accepted by the automata represented by s. In other word, it is the set of finite traces in the sense of CSP which lead to final states. The precise definition of this language equivalence can be found in the appendix and so is the proof of the following proposition (Proposition 29 of the appendix).
Proposition 17. In Aut, ⊑ may reduces to language equivalence.
We have shown that ⊑ may is equivalent to language equivalence and hence it is weaker than our simulation order. This is also a consequence of the fact that our study of may testing is done in a qualitative way because the probabilities are found implicitly within actions. A quantitative study of probabilistic testing orders can be found in [3] .
Case Study: Rabin's Choice Coordination
The problem of choice coordination is well known in the area of distributed systems. It usually appears in the form of processes voting for a common goal among some possibilities. Rabin has proposed a probabilistic protocol which solves the problem [15] and a sequential specification can be found in [11] .
We specify the protocol in our algebra and prove that a fully concurrent specification is equivalent to a sequential one. Once this has been done, the full verification can proceed by reusing the techniques for sequential reasoning [11] .
The protocol consists of a set of tourists and two places: a church C and a museum M . Each tourist has a notepad where he keeps track of an integer k. Each place has a board where tourists can read and write. We denote by L (resp. R) the value on the church board (resp. museum board).
In this section, we use · again for the sequential composition to make the specifications clearer.
• The church is specified as C = (c!L) * · (c?L) where the channel c represents the church's door. c!L means that the value of L is available to be read in the channel c and c?L waits for an input which is used as value for L in the subsequent process. In other words, each tourist can read as many times as they want from the church board but write on it only once. Repeated writing will be considered in the specification of the protocol. Similarly, the museum is specified as M = (m!R) * · (m?R).
• Each tourist is specified as P (α, k) where α ∈ {c, m} is the door before which the tourist currently stands and k is the actual value written on his notepad. A detailed description of P can be found in the appendix but roughly, we have
where c = m and m = c. In other words, the tourist reads the value on the place specified by α, executes Rabin's protocol rabin and then goes to the other place. Notice that the process rabin contains the probabilistic component of Rabin's protocol. Essentially, it describes the rules that are used by each tourist to update their actual value for k with respect to the value on the board and vice versa. The whole specification of the protocol executed by each tourist is described by the automata of Figure 2 We are ready to specify the whole system. Assume we have two tourists P and Q (our result generalises 10 Any action written within square brackets will denote internal action (see appendix for the detailed specification).
easily to n tourists). The tourists' joint action is specified as (P + Q) * . This ensures that when a tourist has started his turn by reading the board, he will not be interrupted by any other tourist until he is done and goes inside the current place or to the other place. This condition is crucial for the protocol to work properly.
The actions of the locations process are specified by (M + C) * which ensures that each tourist can be at one place at a time only -this is a physical constraint. Now, the whole system is specified by
where init is the initialisation of the values on the boards, notepads and initial locations. Specification 16 describes the most arbitrary behaviour of the tourists compatible with visiting and interacting with the locations in the manner described above. Rabin's design of the protocol means that this behaviour is equivalent to a serialised execution where first one location is visited, followed by the other. We can write that behaviour behaviour as
* , where (for this section only) we denote the concurrency operator by instead of {c,m} to make the notation lighter. The next theorem says that this more uniform execution is included in S = [P (α, u) + Q(β, v)] * (M + C) * , described by Specification 16.
Theorem 18. We have
The proof is a simple application of Proposition 3. Theorem 18 means S could execute all possible actions related to door M , and then those at door C, and then back to door M and so one. In fact, we can also prove the converse i.e. Proposition 18 could be strengthen to equality. But for that, we need the continuity of the operators · and .
Theorem 19. In the concrete model, the specification of Rabin's protocol satisfies
The proof of this theorem depends heavily on the fact that the concurrent and sequential compositions are continuous in the the concrete model. The complete proof can be found in the appendix.
In the proof, if we stopped at the distribution over , we obtain the equivalent specification
which describes a simpler situation where P or Q interacts at the Museum or at the Church. This is similar to the sequential version found in [11] , which can be treated by standard probabilistic invariants to complete a full probabilistic analysis of the protocol.
Conclusion
An algebraic account of probabilistic and concurrent system has been presented in this paper. The idea was to combine probabilistic and concurrent Kleene algebra. A soundness result with respect to automata and rooted η-simulation has been provided. The concrete model ensures not only the consistency of the axioms but provides also a semantic space for systems exhibiting probabilistic, nondeterministic and concurrent behaviour. We also showed that the model has stronger properties than just the algebraic axiomatisation. For instance, sequential and concurrent compositions are both continuous in the case of finite automata.
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We provided some applications of the framework. An algebraic account of may testing has been discussed in Section 6. It was shown that may ordering reduces to language equivalence.
We also provided a case study of Rabin's solution to the choice coordination problem. A concurrent specification was provided and it was shown to be structurally equivalent to the sequential one given in [11] .
Though the algebra was proven to be powerful enough to derive non-trivial properties for concrete protocols, the concrete model still needs to be refined. For instance, the inclusion of tests is important especially for the construction of probabilistic choices. Tests need to be introduced carefully because their algebraic characterisation are subtle due to presence of probability. We also need to improve and refine the manipulation of quantitative properties in the model as part of our future work.
Finally, it is customary to motivate automated support for algebraic approaches. The axioms system for weak concurrent Kleene algebra is entirely first-order, therefore proof automation is supported and automatised version of our algebraic proofs can be found in our repository.
The following proofs, diagrams, remarks and other results are only included to add further clarification of the contents of the present paper. It is left to the discression of the reviewers to choose whether they will read these proofs or not.
A Diagrams, Theorems and Proofs
Diagram of the Operators: The construction are done inductively from 0, 1 and elements of the alphabet Σ.
-Deadlock: 0. This is the automaton that has only one state, no transition and no final state.
-Skip: 1 This is the automaton • which has only one state which is both initial and final and has no transition.
-Single action:
The automaton associated to a ∈ Σ is i a −→ • where i is the initial state and • is a final state.
This is constructed by identifying the initial states of P and Q. This construction is allowed because of the initiality condition ( Figure 3 ).
-Multiplication: P Q. This is constructed by identifying each final state of P with the initial state of Q (Figure 4 ).
-Concurrency: P A Q This is constructed as a sub-automaton of the Cartesian product of P and Q following CSP [4] . Assuming a ∈ A and b, d / ∈ A, the concurrent composition P A Q is inductively constructed as in Figure 5 Notice that A ⊆ Σ is a set of synchronised action and does not contain any (strictly) probabilistic actions such as flip(p), for p ∈]0, 1[.
-Kleene star: P * This is the result of repeating P allowing a successful termination after each (possibly empty) full execution of P . In the diagram of Figure  6 , we just picture one transition from the initial state and one final state. The construction needs to be performedfor each initial transition and final state. Notice the initial state of P * is a final state too.
Proposition 20. These operations are well defined on Aut that is if P, Q ∈ Aut then P + Q, P Q, P A Q and P * are elements of Aut.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the automata P and Q. For the base case, it is obvious that 0, 1 and i a −→ • satisfy the reachability and initiality conditions. Let P, Q ∈ Aut. It is easy to see from the diagrams that P + Q, P Q and P * belongs to Aut too. P Q satisfies the initiality condition because the initial state is i P . For reachability, let x ∈ Q. Then x is reachable from i Q which in turn is reachable from i P by the definition of sequential composition.
Proposition 21. The following statements hold.
Proof. 1. Let S : P → Q and T : Q → R be simulations and let us show that ST : P → R is a simulation.
-Evidently, (i, i) ∈ ST .
-Let (x, z) ∈ ST and x a −→ x ′ . By definition of the relational composition there exists y ∈ Q such that (x, y) ∈ S and (y, z) ∈ T . a) if a is internal, there exists y ′ ∈ Q such that y ⇒ y ′ and (x ′ , y ′ ) ∈ S. Since y ⇒ y ′ consists of a sequence of finite internal transition, there exists z
Since (y, z) ∈ T and y ⇒ y 1 , there exists z 1 ∈ R such that (y 1 , z 1 ) ∈ T and z ⇒ z 1 . Again, since T is a simulation and
-Let (x, z) ∈ ST and x ∈ F P , there exists y ∈ Q such that (x, y) ∈ S and (y, z) ∈ T . So y ∈ F Q and hence z ∈ F R . -Let (i, z) ∈ ST , there exists y ∈ Q such that (i, y) ∈ S and (y, z) ∈ T . So y = i and hence z = i.
2. For reflexivity, the identity relation is a rooted η-simulation and transitivity follows from 1.
Proposition 22. The equivalence relation ≡ is a congruence with respect to + and P ≤ Q iff P + Q ≡ Q.
Proof. Let S : P → Q and S ′ :
is again a routed η-simulation.
-Since initial states are identified in the construction of +, we have (
-Let (x, y) ∈ S ∪ S ′ and x a −→ x ′ be a transition of P (the case where this transition belongs to P ′ is dealt with the exact same way). We have two cases:
1. if (x, y) ∈ S, then either a is internal and hence (x ′ , y) ∈ S (so in S ∪ S ′ too) or there exists y 1 , y ′ ∈ Q such that y ⇒ y 1 a −→ y ′ is a path in Q and (x, y 1 ) ∈ S and (
Figure 3: Automaton for P + Q. Notice that this construction is done for each final state of P .
Figure 5: Automaton for P A Q. The action a has been synchronised and b, d were interleaved. Notice that b or d could be internal. The initial state of the automata is the pair (i P , i Q ) and the final states are the elements of F P × F Q .
is assumed to be a transition in P . Since the initial states are merged, (i P ′ , y) ∈ S ′ and therefore y = i Q ′ = i Q+Q ′ = i Q . Therefore (x, y) ∈ S and we are back to Case 1.
-Let (x, y) ∈ S ∪ S ′ and x ∈ F P (the case x ∈ F P ′ is similar). We have two cases again, (x, y) ∈ S and y ∈ F P ′ . Or (x, y) ∈ S ′ and then x ∈ P ∩ P ′ . Hence x = i and we are back to the first case again.
-S∪S ′ is rooted because S and S ′ are both rooted.
Now assume P ≤ Q. Then P + Q ≤ Q + Q ≡ Q follows from the fact that ≤ is a congruence and the idempotence of + in Proposition 8. Moreover, since id Q : Q → Q is a simulation, we have P + Q ≡ Q. Conversely, assume P + Q ≡ Q, since id P : P → P + Q is a simulation we have P ≤ Q by transitivity of ≤.
Proposition 23. (Aut, +, ·, * , 0, 1) is a weak probabilistic Kleene algebra.
Proof. Associativity and commutativity of + and 0 + x = x follows easily from the fact that + is base on ∪.
• Idempotence of +: since the union is made disjoint, we assume P c is a copy of P where every states is indexed by c. Then id P : P → P + P c is a simulation and {(y, x) | y = x or y = x c } is a simulation from P + P c to P .
• Associativity of ·: associativity follows from the same proof found in [9] because identity relations are simulation and our multiplication here is exactly the ε-free version of the multiplication there.
• 1 is neutral for ·: it follows easily from the construction that 1P = P and P 1 = P .
• Subdistributivity 3: to show that P Q + P R ≤ P (Q+R), it suffices to show that P R ≤ P (Q+R) and derive the result from idempotence of +. Remind that id P and id Q are simulation so it suffices to show that id P ∪ id Q : P Q → P (Q + R) is again a simulation. Obviously, (i, i) ∈ S and it is rooted and conserves final states. Moreover −→ P (Q+R) ⊇−→ P Q . Hence id P ∪ id Q is a simulation.
• Right distributivity 5: let P c be a disjoint copy of P , then the relation
from (Q + R)P to QP c + RP is rooted and preserves final states. Let (x, y) ∈ S and x a −→ x ′ ∈−→ (Q+R)P . Remind that
If the transition belongs to the first three sets then we are done, else we can assume x ∈ F Q and i a −→ x ′ ∈−→ P i.e. y = x and x ′ ∈ P . We have
Hence S is a bisimulation.
• Left unfold 2: Let x * be a state in P * and x the corresponding state in the unfolded version (1+P P * ) i.e. x is considered as a state of P . The rooted version of relation S = id P * ∪ {(x * , x)} is a rooted η-bisimulation from P * to 1 + P P * .
• Left induction 3: as in (10), the proof is again similar to [9] because rooted η-simulation are stable by union.
Proposition 24. (Aut, +, ·, A , 1) satisfies equations (9-13) modulo rooted η-simulation equivalence for any set of synchronisable actions A ⊆ Σ (i.e. no probabilistic actions).
Proof. 1 A 1 = 1 follows directly from the definition of A and the simulation used for the commutativity is {((x, y), (y, x)) | x ∈ P and y ∈ Q}.
(9) For associativity, we show that if (x, (y, z))
Since A is commutative, we deduce that −→ (PA Q)A R =−→ PA (QA R) so the identity relations could again be used for the simulation.
(12) To prove monotonicity, we consider the relation S : P A Q + P cA R → P A (Q + R) as in the case of multiplication i.e. S = {((x, y), (x, y)), ((x c , y), (x, y)) | x ∈ P ∧ y ∈ Q ∪ R} and x c is the copy of the state x ∈ P in P C . Let ((x c , y), (x, y)) ∈ S (the case ((x, y), (x, y)) ∈ S is easier and can be handled in the same way) and (x c , y)
By definition of +, that transition belongs to −→ PA Q or −→ PA R . Since the first component is a copy of x, we have (x c , y)
(13) Firstly notice that the set of states of (P Q)(P ′ Q ′ ) (where the frame A of the concurrency operator is left implicit) is a subset of (P × Q) ∪ (P ′ × Q ′ ) which is in turn a subset of (P ∪ P ′ ) × (Q ∪ Q ′ ). Hence we consider the injection id of the former set to the later one and the relation defined in Figure A We show that S is a simulation in our sense.
-Since (i, i) = i is related to itself. In particular, S is rooted because x ′ = i in the second set in the definition of S (resp. for the third set) and HCI.
We have the following cases.
* The transition is in −→ P Q , in which case (x, y),
By definition of the sequential composition again, these transitions belong to −→ P P ′ or −→ QQ ′ respectively.
As in the previous case, the considered transition exists in P P ′ QQ ′ * The transition is in −→ P ′ Q ′ −{(i,i)} . This case is similar to the previous one because because x = i and y = i as states of P ′ and Q ′ respectively. * It is a linking transition i.e. (x, y) ∈ F P Q and (i, i)
. Then x ∈ F P and y ∈ F Q and we have two cases:
In the first case, the definition of S implies that ((x ′ , y ′ ), (x ′ , y)) ∈ S and since a / ∈ A, we have (x, y)
∈ A and (x ′′ , y) ∈ S because y ′′ = i. In the second case, y a −→ y ′′ ∈−→ QQ ′ and hence
and similarly for y. Hence, if tuple belongs to id then we are done. Assume i a −→ x ∈−→ P ′ and y = i (the other case is proved in exactly the same way), then u = x and v ∈ F Q . Since (x, i) is a final state, we have
Finally, since simulation preserves reachability, the reachable part of (P Q)(P ′ Q ′ ) is simulated by the reachable part of P P ′ QQ ′ .
Proposition 25. The sequential composition is (conditionally) continuous from the left and the right in Aut f . That is, if (P i ) i is a ≤-directed set of finite automata with limit P then sup i P i K = P K and sup i KP i = KP .
We denote Aut f the set of finite automata satisfying the reachability and initiality conditions. Aut f is a subalgebra of Aut. The proof is similar to our proof in [9] . The only difference is from the manipulation of 0 (because we do not have x0 = 0 in this setting) and hence Proposition 25 is a generalised version of the continuity in [9] .
Proof. We first define a notion of residuation on Aut f . For automata P and Q we define the automaton P/Q with initial state i P/Q = i P , final states F P/Q = {x ∈ P | Q ≤ P x }, where P x is constructed from P by making its initial state into x. We make the resulting automaton reachable by discarding all states not reachable from x. Notice that P x does not necessarily satisfy HCI. In this case, we unfold each transition from x once and isolate x but keeping a disjoint copy of it to make sure that the resulting automata is bisimulation equivalent to the non-rooted version.
We now show that RQ ≤ P iff R ≤ P/Q. Assume S is a simulation from RQ to P . That means S generates a simulation from Q to P x for some x. It follows from the definition of P/Q that S generates a simulation from R to P/Q, since the state x become S = id ∪ {((x ′ , i), (x ′ , y)) | y ∈ F Q and i a −→ x ′ ∈−→ P ′ and i ∈ Q ′ } ∪ {((i, y ′ ), (x, y ′ )) | x ∈ F P and i a −→ y ′ ∈−→ Q ′ and i ∈ P ′ } Figure 7 : Construction of the simulation to prove the interchange law. final state of G/H and they are images of the final states of K under the simulation generated by S. For the converse direction, suppose that S is a simulation from R to P/Q. By Theorem 8, multiplication is isotone, hence RQ ≤ (P/Q)Q, and it remains to show that (P/Q)Q ≤ P .
First, if F P/Q is empty and then R has no final state either and RQ = R by definition of sequential composition. Hence RQ = R ≤ P/Q ≤ P .
Assume F P/Q is not empty and let S ′ be a simulation from RQ to (P/Q)Q. By construction of P/Q, we know that there exists a simulation S x from Q to P x for all final states x ∈ F P/Q . Moreover, there is a relation T : P/Q → P satisfying all properties of simulation except the final state property, namely a restriction of the identity relation id P . We can show that T ′ = (∪ x S x ) ∪ T is indeed a simulation from (P/Q)Q to P and S ′ • T ′ is a simulation from RQ to P .
It then follows from general properties of Galois connections that (·H) is (conditionally) completely additive, hence right continuous.
It remains to show left continuity. Let (Q i ) i be a directed set of automata such that sup i Q i = Q and let P be any automaton. Then sup i (P Q i ) ≤ P Q because multiplication is monotone and it remains to show P Q ≤ sup i (P Q i ). Let us assume that sup i (P Q i ) ≤ R. We will show that P Q ≤ R.
By definition of supremum, P Q i ≤ R for all i, hence there is a set of states X i = {x ∈ R | Q i ≤ R x }, that is, the set of all those states in R from which Q i is simulated. Obviously, X i ⊆ X j if Q j ≤ Q i in the directed collection. But since R ∈ Aut f has only finitely many states, there must be a minimal set X in that directed set such that all Q i are simulated by R x for some x ∈ X. Therefore Q = sup i Q i ≤ R x for all x ∈ X. There exists a simulation S X : P Q i → R for some i such that the residual automaton R/Q i has precisely X as its set of final states. We can thus take the union of S X restricted to P with all simulations yielding Q ≤ R x for all x ∈ X and verify that this is indeed a simulation of P Q to R.
We denote L(P ) = {t | t is a tree and t ≤ P } the tree language associated to P . We have
A specialized version of this theorem could be found in [9] . In this paper, we prove it for our rooted η-simulation.
Proof. By transitivity of simulation, we have P ≤ Q implies L(P ) ⊆ L(Q) so it suffices to show the converse.
Let L(P ) ⊆ L(Q) and consider the relation S : P → Q such that (x, y) ∈ S iff L(P x ) ⊆ L(Q y ), where P x is the automata constructed from P with initial state x as in the previous proof. We now show that the rooted version of S is a simulation.
• Since L(P ) ⊆ L(Q), we have (i P , i Q ) ∈ S.
• Let (x, y) ∈ S and x ∈ F P , then 1 ∈ L(P x ) ⊆ L(Q y ). Hence y ∈ F Q .
• Let (x, y) ∈ S, L(P x ) ⊆ L(Q y ) and x a −→ x ′ be a transition of P . There are two cases: a) a is internal: for any tree t, at ≤ t. Hence L(P • Making the relation S rooted does not affect the well-definedness of S as a simulation because the automata P, Q are rooted.
Proposition 27. The concurrency operator is (conditionally) continuous in Aut f .
Proof. We need to show that for any ≤-directed sequence (Q i ) i ⊆ Aut f such that sup i Q i = Q, we have sup i (P Q i ) = P Q, where the frame is left implicit.
Firstly, we show that
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